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Abstract

IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), an architectural framework for delivering multimedia services, was standardized by 3GPP/3GPP2. It is integrated with 4G and will most likely be with 5G and beyond, so as to enable wireless carriers to provide rich multimedia services, such as IPTV, chat, push to talk, and video conference. To use these services, users need to perform registration procedure with IMS, which will provide user information to the system. Registration is also performed when users move from one network to another. Due to the complexity of IMS and the increasing demands for these services, a key challenge IMS faces is to provide QoS to meet user requirements. One of the key performance factors is delay encountered in registration and service establishment. Also, users’ mobility impacts the rate of registration and consequently the signaling generated that must be handled by the system. This work proposes and analyzes a cached registration scheme to reduce the delay associated with registration. The work also examines the effects of different mobility models on the application layer, in particular IMS. The work studies the impact of user movement patterns on the system and examines the impact of the proposed cached registration scheme on these patterns.
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1 Introduction

IP Multimedia System has been standardized for the purpose of providing a services infrastructure for 3G, 4G and future wireless networks yet to evolve. IMS was created by 3GPP/3GPP2 to be part of the transition to the Next Generation Network (NGN). IMS offers a wide range of services including IPTV, Push-to-Talk, Web Services, and presence. IMS infrastructure consists of a collection of servers, each serving a dedicated task. These servers deploy a variety of protocols to set up and manage services. In order to avail of IMS services, users are required to register first with the system. The registration procedure also occurs whenever the users move from one network to another or from one IMS administrative domain to another within the same network. Due to the complexity of IMS signaling, delays are expected due to queuing and processing of signaling messages. Service providers face many challenges in guaranteeing QoS requested by the user. Several issues arise that impact the delivery of required QoS. One of these issues is the impact of users’ mobility patterns. These patterns determine the handover rate that affects the system. As users move from one network to another, they may be handed over from one IMS services domain to another, which will initiate registration with the new IMS. This paper proposes and analyzes a scheme that can minimize the overall delay experienced by users due to the registration process and thereby facilitate the delivery of QoS required by the users.

Literature review identified several papers that analyze the delays encountered within the IMS infrastructure. In [1], the authors investigate end-to-end SIP delay in WiMax-UMTS, WiMax–WiMax, UMTS-UMTS network. The results demonstrate that the processing delay is a key contributor [2] the author implemented a different kind of analysis. While the IMS worked within CDMA2000 environment, the authors performed end-to-end session setup delay analysis by breaking it down along the various layers and calculating the delay in each layer taking into consideration the delay property of each layer. These analyses are crucial for real time services and interactive services. In [3], the authors have suggested caching the routing data in I-CSCF. The study indicated that by utilizing the I-CSCF cache, the average incoming call setup time can be reduced.

In the literature review analyses considering user mobility have assumed mainly two mobility models (random walk, fluid flow) as a generic model to study the effect of delay on a system. These models do not represent the whole picture of user mobility patterns and therefore fail in offering the best representation of the handover delay effects. Very few studies have
been undertaken to explore the effects of different mobility models on the application layer. In this study, we propose a cached registration scheme for IMS users with mobility patterns associated with high handover rates and then analyze the impact of different mobility models on handover rate (registration rate) encountered by IMS. Ref. [17] provides an excellent analysis of mobility management from the perspective of system optimization.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of IMS architecture. Section III proposes a cached registration scheme, and considers several mobility models. Section IV describes the approach to modeling, simulation setup and an analysis. Section V discusses results and Section VI provides some concluding remarks.

2 IP Multimedia Subsystem Architecture

IMS consists of a set of core servers called Call Session Control Function servers, specifically, Proxy, Interrogating, and Serving Call Session Control Functions (P, I, S-CSCF). Each of these servers has its own functionality within the system. IMS also has its own database to keep the users’ authentication tokens and profile information. The focus of this paper is on the signaling load encountered by these servers and a scheme that serves to reduce the load. The P-CSCF serves as the first point of contact with the user and it is usually located in the visitor network. The I-CSCF mainly performs routing of the IMS messages. S-CSCF may be considered the brain of IMS and the key decision maker. S-CSCF performs user authentication and registration, and oversees establishment, monitoring and tearing down of services. Both I-, and S-CSCF are located in the home network. IMS is connected to an assembly of servers denoted by application servers. These servers are responsible for providing the resource for IMS core servers to establish a service. Each server(s) is dedicated to a specific service. This collection can be part of IMS internal system or may belong to a 3rd party as shown in Figure 1 [4].

As shown in Figure 2, IMS users need to perform registration procedure with the system before establishing any service. This process establishes a connection with the user, loads user profile, performs authentication, allocates resources, and establishes security agreements [5]. The registration process proceeds as follows:

1. The user sends REGISTER to P-CSCF located in the visitor network. The proxy performs Domain Name System (DNS) query for the I-CSCF URI, and then forwards the REGISTER message.
Figure 1  IMS architecture

Figure 2  IMS registration procedure
The proxy inserts its address in the forwarded message to make sure that it receives back SIP response methods to its own address.

2. The I-CSCF serves as a router and a load balancer. The I-CSCF will examine the REGISTER message and extract the user public and private identities and network ID and then sends the information via Diameter protocol User-Authentication Request (UAR) to the HSS [6].

3. On receiving the message, the HSS processes the information and verifies the roaming agreement (in the case of receiving a visitor network ID).

4. The HSS authenticates the user and assigns a S-CSCF to the user. It then sends the response in a Diameter User-Authentication Answer (UAA).

5. The I-CSCF receives the UAA and extracts the S-CSCF address and then forwards SIP REGISTER to it.

6. The S-CSCF receives the REGISTER message and sends Multimedia Authorization Answer (MAA) to the HSS. The HSS stores the S-CSCF URI.

7. The HSS sends MAA back to the S-CSCF which contains authentication information of the user.

8, 9, 10- As part of the security system, IMS users are required to accept a challenge. Basically, IMS proposes a challenge for the user to respond, a way of protecting the system from flooding with fake users’ request. So the user in this stage is not authorized.

11. The user sends a registration request again with the challenge response, which will be passed back through the same route.

12, 13- In the second attempt, the I-CSCF sends registration information to the HSS in the form of UAR.

14. The HSS sends back UAA which includes the address of the S-CSCF allocated to the user.

15. The I-CSCF sends the REGISTER to the S-CSCF with the user information.

16. The S-CSCF receives the user information and sends SAR to notify the HSS that the user is registered and authenticated.

17. The HSS receives SAR and sends the user profile, user public identity and the initial filter criteria to indicate the application server URI that would be involved with the user.

18, 19, 20- The S-CSCF sends 200 OK to indicate the registration procedure was successful.
3 Proposed Cached Registration Scheme

The volume of signaling associated with registration could reach substantial scales especially in crowded areas with hybrid networks triggering frequent handovers. These registration signaling can adversely impact the QoS.

When a service is interrupted or a handover is about to occur, the P-CSCF receives a graceful or ungraceful disconnect of service. This disconnect request is sent to the P-CSCF. The P-CSCF will inform the S-CSCF of the discontinuity of service through the I-CSCF. Subsequently, if the user’s terminal performs a handover the user will send a registration request. The user might also send a re-establishment of a session if the session was interrupted during handover. Figure 3 depicts the flow diagram of the registration procedure where the user sends a registration request. In steps, the S-CSCF will send a request to the (MAR) HSS to download the user profile and save the
S-CSCF address in the HSS [7]. After this the S-CSCF will send an unauthorized message to the user. The message includes a challenge to the user the challenge is part of IMS security features. In steps, the S-CSCF will send a SAR message to the HSS. If the authentication is successful, the S-CSCF will inform the HSS that the user is now registered and request to download the profile (see Appendix A).

The proposed caching scheme in this work suggests adding a timer to the S-CSCF, the timer is set to represent the time of the handover delay associated with the area of coverage of IMS. The S-CSCF will start the timer. While the timer is decreasing the S-CSCF will keep the user profile and authentication. When the timer expires the S-CSCF deletes the user profile and authentication. In this case, if a registration request is received a full registration scheme needs to be performed. Caching the user data during the life of the timer will cut down on the amount of registration signaling and therefore reduces the delay time. Considering the user authentication information is kept within the S-CSCF before the timer expires, the procedure suggests eliminating the security challenge proposed to the user. This procedure is suggested when the IMS coverage area has high traffic of registration requests arriving to the IMS system. In addition, it can be implemented in case of emergency, or spike change in user population in the area which affects the registration requests rate.

In order to capture and show the effects of different mobility models on the system, this work presents in what follows four case studies for a given area with a different scenario of mobility model in each case. The intention of this presentation is to bring to light the degree with which the IMS system is affected by the user’s mobility pattern. Several realistic mobility models are utilized to represent users’ mobility patterns in a coverage area. This work focuses on exploring mobility models that have not been considered before for delay effects on IMS. Users need to register every time a handover occurs in the system. Users with high mobility have higher registration rate. These requests increase the overall delay in the system and consequently degrade QoS. For this work the mobility models were generated using Matlab simulation tool. These scenarios incorporate the expected handover rate when users move from one networks to another in a hybrid network environment. The hybrid networks represent 4G networks (Wimax and LTE) loosely coupled with WLAN (see Appendix B).

**Random Waypoint Model:** The Random Waypoint Model is the most frequent model used in the simulations. The Random waypoint model is very similar to the Random Walk Model except that Random Waypoint Model has introduced the pause time parameter to the Random Walk Model. This is done
in order to smooth out the node movement and prevent it from having sharp turns and changes in the velocity [8].

**Random Walk Model:** The Random walk mobility model is a user mobility model which is related to Brownian motion originally described mathematically by Einstein. It is used in different fields to resemble objects with random movements in a given area. The directions of the users and speed are selected randomly within a given range. For every new time slot, the new direction of the moving node is chosen from \((0, 2\pi)\) and the speed usually has a Gaussian distribution from \([0, V_m]\). The pause time for this model is zero. This model is memoryless since the direction and speed do not depend on future or past values [8], [9].

**Manhattan Grid Model:** Manhattan grid can represent the movement of users in a crowded city center. In the simulations it is assumed that buildings in the city center provide users with WiFi connections. Thus users need to perform handover when they step in or out of the WiFi into the 4G network. IMS in this case will be affected with handovers requests [10].

**Fluid Flow Model:** Users in the fluid flow model start at one point and then move in a uniformly distributed direction over \((0, 2\pi)\). They move with an average velocity of \(v\) and density of \(\rho\) and the area boundary length is \(L\) [11], [12]. The following equation gives \(R\) which represents the rate of registration.

\[
R = \frac{\rho v L}{\pi}
\]

### 4 Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis

**IMS Model:** IMS was modeled using the Arena® simulation tool [13]. A simulation model was built to identify and analyze the total delay experienced by users when requesting IMS services. The total delay includes the registration delay and the different services delays. To model the IMS system’s proxy server, (usually located in the visitor network) the simulation model assumed 10 proxies spread over the entire coverage area. Since IMS services follow different flow diagrams, the services pose different loads on the main IMS servers. Although the registration process is not a part of the initially defined services, it was considered as such in the model since every user of the system needs to register with the IMS before requesting any service. The overall performance measure considered in this study involved the Total Delay (\(D_T\)) experienced by users when requesting IMS services. The total delay was
defined as the summation of the Transmission Delay ($D_t$), Queuing Delay ($D_q$) and Processing Delay ($D_p$), as follows:

$$D_T = D_t + D_q + D_p$$

Where, the Transmission Delay was defined as the delay time which occurs when sending the packets from one end to another, the Processing Delay was defined as the time it takes for the servers to process a request or query, and the Queuing Delay was defined as the time the IMS message spends in the queue of the system. Only queuing and processing delay were considered in this work. Each of the IMS servers was modeled as a network of M/M/1 queues with feedback representing the message transfer between those servers. The processing rate had an exponential distribution with a mean of 5000. The applications layer and data base delay were not considered. All the results were obtained from 5 hour simulation periods with a warm up period of 20 minutes, each simulation was replicated 4 times. The results were within 95% confidence intervals. The Arena model reflects the amount of system delay experienced in the model compared to the different arrival rates.

**Mobility Models Simulation**: The work also focuses on the effects of different mobility models on the IMS system. The effects of mobility patterns appeared in the form of handovers rate between networks. The user needs to perform handover when moving from one network to another. The simulation adopted an area covered by 4G network and few areas with WiFi. All the simulations have had the same assumed parameters in order to insure unified results. The following assumptions were made: the simulation area was taken to be 400 by 400 m; the number of users were 200; and velocity of the users varies among mobility models. The simulations were carried out for 1000 iterations. Each iteration was considered a time unit of 100. The simulation was carried out by reflecting the characteristics of the considered mobility models (Fluid Flow, Random Walk, Random Way Point, Manhattan Grid). These characteristics represent the nature of the movements, the nature of the environment, distribution of the networks and users behaviors etc. During the simulation when users move from one network to another, it will trigger a handover [14]. The handover counter increases by one. The average number of handover ($H_{\text{average}}$) is given by

$$H_{\text{average}} = \frac{1}{U} \sum_{k=0}^{U} H_t(k)$$
where $U$ is the number of total iterations, and $k$, the $k^{th}$ experiment. The following section describes the mobility model algorithms implemented in the simulations together with the distribution of the handover for each model.

The proposed cached registration scheme focuses on reducing the queuing delay and hence the registration by caching the users’ information for a given time. It trims down the signaling among IMS servers. The user profile and authentication information are cached in the S-CSCF. When the S-CSCF receives registration request and finds the user authentication and profile are available, it will send an update to the HSS for the registration and authentication. When the user information is cached the amount of signaling is reduced as shown in Figure 3. Both P-CSCF and S-CSCF have the same number of queries which is equal to 2. While the I-CSCF is equal to 3. Thus reduce the queuing delay associated with registration procedure [15] as shown

$$f_W (t) = \mu (1 - p)e^{-\mu (1-p)t}$$

Let $\alpha = \mu (1 - p)$

$$f_W (t) = \alpha e^{-\alpha t}$$

Where $\mu$ is the mean service rate, $\lambda$ mean arrival rate and $p$ is the utilization. Below it shows the total waiting time distribution function for each message in a flow diagram. The total waiting time distribution function is equivalent to the convolution of a waiting time distributions for each server query. The number of registration queries to P-CSCF and S-CSCF is equal to 4 and for I-CSCF the number of queries is 6 as seen in Figure 2. The queries between the user and P-CSCF are not included. In the registration flow some servers have more queries than others and the utilization function differs from one server to another.

$$p_1 = p_p = p_s = \frac{4\lambda}{0.005}$$

$$p_2 = p_i = \frac{6\lambda}{0.005}$$

$$\alpha_1 = \mu (1 - p_1)$$
\[ \alpha_2 = \mu(1 - p_2) \]

To solve the convolution between the pdfs, the Laplace transform of the equation as shown in [16] is:

\[
L\{f_{WT_{Total}}(s)\} = \left( \frac{\alpha_1^8}{(s + \alpha_1)^4} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha_2^6}{(s + \alpha_2)^3} \right)
\]

Transforming it to the time domain shows the function of the total waiting time for every queue as follows:

\[
L\{f_{WT_{Total}}(s)\} = \left( \alpha_1^4 t^8 e^{-\alpha t} \right) * \left( \alpha_2^3 t^6 e^{-\alpha t} \right)
\]

\(f_{WT_{Total}}\) represents the total waiting time. The following equation also shows the total waiting time while using the proposed technique:

\[
p_1 = p_p = p_s = \frac{2\lambda}{0.005}
\]

\[
p_2 = p_i = \frac{3\lambda}{0.005}
\]

\[
\alpha_1 = \mu(1 - p_1)
\]

\[
\alpha_2 = \mu(1 - p_2)
\]

\[
L\{f_{WT_{Total}}(s)\} = \left( \frac{\alpha_1^4}{(s + \alpha_1)^4} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha_2^3}{(s + \alpha_2)^3} \right)
\]

\[
L\{f_{WT_{Total}}(s)\} = \left( \alpha_1^4 t^4 e^{-\alpha t} \right) * \left( \alpha_2^3 t^3 e^{-\alpha t} \right)
\]

Clearly, security of the system is an important factor and therefore must be suitably incorporated. The cached scheme may be introduced in special cases such as when the system experiences an unusual level of registration requests (example in case of emergency or sports events). The reduction in the delay increases when there is a substantial increase in the registration arrival rate that will not fit with the design of the IMS. To implement the scheme a timer needs to be added to the S-CSCF and a software modification to allow the users to register without the need to have security challenge during the time the timer has not expired.
Heretofore, the impact of different mobility models on the application layer has not received much attention. In this work, we investigate the degree with which different mobility patterns affect the application layer, in particular, the IMS signaling and server loads. The mobility patterns considered reflect different city environments, such as highways represented by fluid flow, city centers represented by the Manhattan grid, and pedestrians represented by random walk pattern. The impact of these mobility models is analyzed in the form of the rate of the expected number of handovers per second. The results were obtained from the simulation models created. Some mobility models have very little impact in comparison with other mobility models which have considerable impact on the system. In addition the cached registration scheme model is tested on these mobility models to see their effect in each environment. The cached scheme exhibits little to no effects on some mobility model and has significant impact on others as shown in the following section.

5 Results

From the created IMS model, the registration scheme was modeled to see the delay encountered due to the IMS servers while performing the registration procedure. Figure 4 shows the waiting time in each IMS server encountered by the signaling messages launched by the registration procedure for different arrival rates. The cached registration scheme is then implemented in the model. In comparison with IMS registration scheme without caching, the cached scheme provided a significant reduction in the delay experienced in the system. Figure 5 shows the delay in both schemes for different arrival rates.

While the cached registration scheme has shown an improvement in terms of delay, studying its impact on IMS with different mobility patterns provides the network designers an idea of when or where to implement it. The simulation results show the handovers distribution function for all scenarios. Each scenario exhibits a normal-like distribution function with different means and variances. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the distribution functions of Random Way Point, Random Walk, Manhattan Grid and Fluid Flow, respectively. Network designers will most likely benefit from these results by recognizing the capacity of the resources that need to be put in place to cater to the demands placed on the resources by each of these mobility models.

The results show the expected registration request delay in a city with different mobility patterns. The registration request arrival rate is not the only load factor on the servers, but other types of service requests are expected to
load the system. Service providers should study the area mobility different patterns representing a coverage area. From the distributions the average handovers per second may be calculated, which is given in Table 1 for different mobility models.

As already mentioned, users moving from one network to another network trigger handover, and, consequently, registration requests to the IMS. The expected handover of each model was used as an input for the IMS model to test the effectiveness of the cached registration scheme with mobility patterns of the user. Table 2 shows the delay associated with each mobility model on IMS system for the generic registration scheme and the proposed cached scheme. As can be seen in Table 2, random walk model produces an average handover of 6 per second while fluid flow produces 33 handovers per second, indicating that different mobility patterns impact the handover rate differently.
Based on the results shown, service providers need to allocate enough resources for the registration rates in areas such as city centers and areas with a population of users with high mobility. The caching scheme can be very effective on areas with high handover rates and high mobility and may not
have substantial effects on users with mobility patterns similar to random walk and random way point. However, the impact of the cached scheme is more apparent in patterns similar to the fluid flow and Manhattan grid.

The mobility models considered would normally represent different aspects of a coverage area. Consequently, in most cases a single mobility model is not adequate to represent a service area. Thus, in a typical city with
highways, city center, universities and airports different types of mobility patterns should be integrated for a good representation of the IMS service area of that city. Averaging out the expected handover rate per second for all four mobility models and applying this average value to the IMS model. Table 3 shows the Mobility Models handover average with the delay associated with the default registration scheme and the cached registration scheme.

### Table 2  Handover delays for each mobility model for both registration scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobility Model</th>
<th>Delay with Default Registration Scheme</th>
<th>Delay with Cached Registration Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Walk</td>
<td>0.0109989</td>
<td>0.000495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid Flow</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Way Point</td>
<td>0.004940</td>
<td>0.00023747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan Grid</td>
<td>1407.068</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3  Mobility models average handover and delay for each registration scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Mobility Models Handovers</th>
<th>Average Handover/Second</th>
<th>Default Registration Delay in Seconds</th>
<th>Cached Registration in Seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.0046724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Conclusion

IP Multimedia Subsystem has shown promise to be the service infrastructure for next generation wireless networks. It caters to various services to the users, provides the environment for services development and 3rd party integration. IMS is a complex system, and service providers face challenges in providing QoS users may require. This work has focused on the analysis and reduction of delay associated with handover for different mobility models. The work shows the diverse effects accompanied with different mobility models. It was concluded that the impact on the system was significant in the case of the Manhattan grid and fluid flow models as compared to the random walk and random way point patterns. Thus service providers need to consider the mobility factor in areas such as city centers, where higher numbers of handovers are expected in a given time. For delay reduction, the cached registration scheme was simulated to demonstrate that in cases where high handover rate is expected, the scheme reduces the waiting time significantly. However, with random walk and random way point, the scheme bears little to no effects in comparison to the default scheme. Considering that in most cases the service area might have multiple patterns given, an adaptive scheme might work best that may apply either the default scheme or the cached scheme depending on the mobility pattern encountered in the area. A formal development of such an adaptive scheme and its analysis remains a topic for further research.

7 Appendix

Appendix A

**Pseude Code**: Cached Registration Scheme.

1- User discontinues service with IMS.
2- S-CSCF keeps user information and authentication, S-CSCF timer start.
   \[ \text{Timer} = \text{Timer} - 1 \]
3- Repeat until receiving registration request from same user OR
   \[ \text{Timer} = 0. \]
   If \( \text{Timer} = 0 \),
   Delete user information and authentication. Perform complete registration.
   Else if Timer is not 0 perform cached registration.
Appendix B

**Pseudo Code: Mobility Models.**

1. Create 4G and wifi Network areas.
2. Assign initial locations for the users, the locations are chosen randomly.
3. Based on the initial locations retrieve users network type.
4. For each user
   - **If the user mobility pattern is Random Way Point Mobility**
     - Do pause random selection between the values \{0,2\}
     - If pause is not zero then
       - User\_pause = User\_pause - 1
     - Else pause is zero
     - For user’s velocity Do random selection between \{-10,10\}.
     - New user location \((x,y) = \text{Random selection}\{-10,10\} + \text{current user location} (x,y)\)
     - Retrieve network type from users new location\((x,y)\)
     - If change in the network type is detected from the previous location then
       - Handover = handover + 1
   - **If the user mobility pattern is Random Walk Mobility**
     - For user’s velocity Do random selection between \{-10,10\}.
     - New user location \((x,y) = \text{Random selection}\{-10,10\} + \text{current user location} (x,y)\)
     - Retrieve network type from users new location\((x,y)\)
     - If change in the network type is detected from the previous location then
       - Handover = handover + 1
   - **If the user mobility pattern is Manhattan Grid Mobility**
     - Do random selection of the user next step between \{-3,3\}.
     - New user location \((x,y) = \text{Random selection}\{-3,3\} + \text{current user location} (x,y)\)
     - Retrieve user’s network type.
     - If change in the network type is detected from the previous location
       - Handover = handover + 1
   - **If the user mobility pattern is Fluid Flow Mobility**
     - Do random selection of the user next step between.
     - New user location \((x,y) = \text{Random selection}\{-3,3\} + \text{current user location} (x,y)\)
If New user location (x,y) > location (x,y) from the center of area.
Then assign the new locations to the user
Else repeat 5 until New user location (x,y) > location (x,y) from the center of the area.
If change in the network type is detected from the previous location
Handover = handover + 1
5-Repeat 4 for the next user
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